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1.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of power electronic devices, better be called renewable energy electronics, has
effectively contributed to find more utilization of renewable energy applications in wind and solar energy.
DC/AC inverter has become more interesting for interfacing between renewable sources and the grid in order
to invert the energy from DC to AC form [1-4]. Recently, Multilevel Inverters (MLIs) have become more
popular in photovoltaic (PV) applications. These topologies are mainly utilized in high and medium power
practical applications because of their capacity to generate a high-quality output signal with decreased switch
loss by power switches employed [5, 6]. However, multilevel inverters include a number of cells of power
semiconductor devices which suffer from some challenging issues in more complex topologies [7].
By increasing the number of levels the quality of the output wave shape improves with minimizing
THD and making the output closer to a sinusoidal signal [8]. The suitable topology for medium and high
power application is Cascaded full bridge multilevel inverter. The control circuit of this kind of inverters is
simpler than other topologies [9]. Also, it can be easily extended to higher levels to produce high power by
adding more units of H-Bridge on the series connection. The main disadvantage of the cascade multilevel
inverter is the large number of DC voltage sources wanted to feed all the H-bridge cells, and hence all these
DC sources have to be isolated [10]. However, it can reduce the switching losses and eliminate the effect of
harmonic spikes from the output waveform with higher efficiency [11]. The THD of the multilevel inverters
output voltage must be a minimum value.
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Several modulation techniques have been used to control the operation of the switching devices, the
fundamental amplitude of the output waveform and THD dependent on the switching frequency [12, 13]. For
high switching frequency methods, Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation is a more suitable scheme [14]. This
technique is not able to cancel the low order odd harmonics completely from the output voltage signal, also
with using high switching frequency in high power application, the switching losses lead to major concern
from the total multilevel converters losses [15, 16]. Selective Harmonic Elimination scheme is utilized for
low switching frequency multilevel converters application. This technique is used to eliminate the low order
odd harmonics from the output voltage signals by computing a set of identified nonlinear equations [17, 18].
Modulation index and Duty cycle are significant parameters affecting negatively or positively on the
THD [19]. In this paper, optimization harmonic elimination method for cascaded multilevel inverters is
investigated based on SHE technique. The performance of the proposed technique on the THD and the output
voltage of cascaded seven-level inverter is evaluated by PSIM software and validated experimentally.

2.

CASCADED MULTILEVEL INVERTER
Cascaded multilevel converters have added more attention to their utility in industrial and renewable
energy electronics, mainly attributed to its modularity, symmetrical structure, and simplicity of control
circuit. Series of full bridge units are connected with each isolated DC voltage source for each in cascade
topology in order to generate a high quality and high power output voltage waveform [20-23]. Therefore, the
maximum output voltage level of the cascaded multilevel inverter corresponding to the sum of the output
voltage of all active H-Bridges and the number of levels can be calculated by:
(1)
Where: l is the number of levels, and s is the number of input DC voltage sources.
A typical topology of a seven-level cascaded inverter contains three units of H-Bridge inverters tied
in series with three isolated DC voltage sources as depicted in Figure 1. Each unit can produce three levels in
its output waveform, (+Vdc, 0, and –Vdc). The output voltage waveform of a seven-level cascaded inverter is
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Single phase cascaded
seven-level inverter

Figure 2. The output voltage signal of 7-level cascaded
inverter and the control signal of all H-Bridge units

3.

SELECTIVE HARMONIC ELIMINATION METHOD
SHE technique is a mathematical (programmable) technique applied to generate a digital switching
signal for multilevel inverters. The main target of this method is to remove selected undesirable low order
odd harmonics from the output multilevel inverter waveform while using a low pass filter to mitigate the
highest order harmonics. In addition, it works with low switching frequency, which will minimize the total
switching losses without compromising the quality produced voltage. Also, it has the ability to leave tripling
Bulletin of Electr Eng and Inf, Vol. 8, No. 2, June 2019 : 405 – 413
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harmonics unremoved because it can remove by line to line voltage in three-phase inverter system [24-26].
Solving a nonlinear equations system in order to calculate the switching angles namely, (
in
the range between 0 and 90o. By setting the best solution of these switching angles under suitable condition
of modulation index (m) in the range of 0 < m < 1, the unwanted low order odd harmonics can be removed
from the output signal. Fourier series expansion can be utilized to obtain the amplitude of any odd harmonic
of the multilevel inverter output signals which can be given by:
[

(

(

(

]

(2)

Where: s shows the number of input DC voltage sources, Vn; the amplitude of odd harmonics, n; the odd
harmonics number, Vdc; input DC voltage source, N; the number of switching angles, αN; switching angles
that conditional by:
(3)
The major challenge in SHE techniques is that of solving a number of nonlinear equations to obtain
a solution of unknown switching angles. Several numerical methods applied to SHE technique such as
Generic-Algorithm (GA) [27], Newton-Raphson (NR) [28], Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [29].
However, the big problem of solving nonlinear equations with SHE technique in the large number of
switching angles, because it makes the algorithm much more complicated. Also, by increasing the number of
switching angles, the probability of getting the optimum solution of the switching angles is getting reduced
[30, 31].

4.

OHET TECHNIQUE
To generate a high-quality output signal as close to sinusoidal as possible from the multilevel
inverters with the lowest THD, OHET has utilized SHE method to eliminate specific low order odd
harmonics by modulating three parameters, that is, Number of pulses per quarter cycle, Modulation index,
and Duty cycle. This method begins by determining the number of pulses in the quarter cycle of the output
voltage signal to identify the switching angles which will use to eliminate the unwanted low order harmonics.
Using a numerical method of Newton-Raphson identified nonlinear equations are solved to determine the
desired switching angles and mitigating the undesirable odd harmonics under different values of
modulation indices.
In this paper, the power switches in each unit of H-Bridge inverter will switch three times per cycle
that means the output voltage signal has nine switching angles. Hence, the undesirable low order odd
harmonics which can be eliminated equals to eight selected harmonics. The Fourier expansion of the
harmonic component voltage using the SHE schemes for this technique is given by:
Vn

4 Vdc
n

[∑N
k 1 cos(nαk

∑N
k 1 cos(nαk

∑N
k 1 cos(nαk ]

(4)

There are nine nonlinear equations used to eliminate eight low odd harmonics (3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th,
11th, 13th, 15th, 17th harmonics) by making its amplitude equal zero as under:

(5)

(6)
Where: m is the modulation index and V1 is the amplitude of the fundamental component of the
output voltage.
The calculated switching angles (
must satisfy the conditions in (3). In this proposed
technique, the Newton-Raphson method has been used to determine nine nonlinear equations. By changing
the value of modulation index in the range between 0< m <1 can control the amplitude of the first harmonic,
A novel optimization harmonic elimination technique for cascaded… (Ezzidin Hassan Aboadla)
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while desired unwanted harmonics can be removed from the output signal by making its amplitude equal
zero. Each value of modulation index will get a new solution of the switching angles. The best result of
switching angles, which achieve a minimum THD which is calculated by:
√∑

(

( ∑
∑

)

(7)

(

By changing the position of the switching angle (i.e. α_1), the duty cycle of the pulse will change
affecting value of THD accordingly. In this paper, the duty cycle technique is used to optimize the solution of
the switching angles and re-mitigate THD and improve the quality of the multilevel inverter output
waveform. With delaying the optimal solution of the switching angles (
which are obtained in
the previous step from the value of (
as shown in Figure 3, a new value of THD is obtained. This new
value of THD may be rise or fall depending on the position of switching angles. To identify the optimum new
position of the switching angles that can achieve a new and lowest value of THD with the highest amplitude
of the fundamental component of output voltage, OHET is used by subtraction the factor (
from the value
of switching angles (
as given below:

(8)

Where:

in radians and the new switching angles result must be satisfied the condition in (3).

Vout

α1-Δα
α2-Δα
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Figure 3. Duty cycle technique

5.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Seven-level cascaded inverter has been used to verify the performance of OHET technique through
PSIM simulation. With using SHE method for seven-level inverter, there are nine switching angles (α1 to α9)
in the quarter cycle signal which are used to eliminate eight low order harmonics (5 th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 19th,
21th, and 25th) without triplen harmonics from the output voltage waveform of the seven-level inverter.
Newton-Raphson (NR) method has been used to calculate these unknown angles under different values of
modulation indices. Figure 4 shows the solution of switching angles versus different values of modulation
index. Using these results of switching angles to calculate THD by (7) to identify the best solution which,
achieve the lowest THD.
Figure 4 shows the solution of unknown switching angles achieved in the range of modulation index
between 0.6 to 1.0. However, the optimum solution is achieved with the lowest THD as depicted in Figure 5
at m=1.0 with THD = 11.49% (calculating) is given in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Switching angles versus
modulation index
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Figure 5. THD against modulation index

Table 1. The result of switching angles at m=1.0
S. angles
Degree
Radian

α1
8.043
0.140

α2
9.453
0.165

α3
13.616
0.237

α4
27.610
0.481

α5
32.251
0.562

α6
35.505
0.619

α7
54.087
0.944

α8
56.202
0.980

α9
60.278
1.052

These angles are used to operate the inverter switches. The output voltage waveform of the
seven-level cascaded inverter is illustrated in Figure 6. The harmonic spectrum analysis of the output signal
is shown in Figure 7. From the simulation results, the undesirable odd harmonics have been canceled totally
from the output signal.

Figure 6. The output voltage of signal phase 7-level inverter before using optimization technique

Figure 7. FFT of the output voltage signal using optimum switching angles

Total Harmonic Distortion has been one of the biggest issues in the multilevel inverter. By using the
proposed method, THD is reduced further in the second pursuit of elimination technique. This technique can
delay the switching angles to new positions by adjusting the duty cycle of the pulses in order to reduce THD
and increase the magnitude of the fundamental (50Hz) component. The solution of the switching angles at
m 1.0 in Table 1 have been delayed by the factor Δα (step 0.0001rad). This technique can be in two steps.
5.1. OHET step one
In this step, all values of switching angles (
) will be subtracted from the value of ∆α in step
0.0001 radian as in (8). The new result of the switching angles must be under conditions of (3) in the range
between 0 to /2 as shown in Figure 8.
A novel optimization harmonic elimination technique for cascaded… (Ezzidin Hassan Aboadla)
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Figure 9 shows how changing the value of ∆α on THD in the range from 0 to 0.006 radian with the
step 0.0001 radian. The THD has been decreased from 11.49% to 10.43% with a difference of 1.06% and it is
achieved a minimum value at ∆α 0.0036.
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Figure 9. THD against the factor Δα

Figure 8. OHET technique in step one for
seven-level inverter

5.2. OHET step two
For this step, only the switching angles ,
and
will delay twice values of Δα as shown in
Figure 10. The relation of the switching angles and the factor Δα is given by:

(
(9)
(

(
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Figure 10. OHET optimization case-two of 7-level inverter
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Figure 11 shows the effect of optimization technique in second step on the THD of seven-level
inverter. It can be observed that there has been a decrease of 2.93% in the THD from 11.49% to 8.56%. The
minimum THD is achieved at ∆α 0.0026 radian. The duty cycle of the second pulses in each H-Bridge
control signal is increased by double values of ∆α. The values of the switching angles ( to
for the
optimization in step two are presented in Table 2. The new result of switching angles at Δα 0.0026 is
simulated by PSIM softwere and the harmonic spectrum analysis as presented Figure 12.
Table 2. The result of switching angles in case-two at ∆α 0.0026 radians
S. angles
Degree
Radian

α1
6.0323
0.1053

α2
7.4427
0.1299

α3
9.5938
0.1674

α4
25.5991
0.4468

α5
30.2408
0.5278

α6
31.4829
0.5495

α7
52.0761
0.9089

α8
54.1910
0.9458

α9
56.2558
0.9818

Figure 11. Effect of optimization method in case two on the THD for 7-level inverter

6.

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Rigol DS1052z, digital oscilloscope is used to display the experimental results of seven level
cascaded multilevel inverter without using a filter circuit. The experimental result of the output voltage
waveform and the harmonics spectrum analysis before using the optimization technique is shown in Figure
12. Digital Power Meter model 66202 is used to measure the voltage THD experimentally. THD of the
experimental result before using the optimization technique achieved of 13.17%. This results for seven-level
cascaded multilevel inverter without using low pass filter.

Figure 12. FFT analysis of seven level cascaded inverter before using OHET method

After using the optimization technique, the experimental value of the harmonic spectrum analysis is
depicted in Figure 13. Notice from Figure 12 that the selected odd harmonics have been removed from the
output signal, also the magnitudes of the triplen harmonics are quite small. The voltage THD value is
obtained of 11.16%.

A novel optimization harmonic elimination technique for cascaded… (Ezzidin Hassan Aboadla)
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The experimental results of the THD has been reduced from 13.17% to 11.16%. with difference of
2.01%. Table 3 illustrates the compersion between theoretical, simulation, and experimental results before
and after using the optimization technique.

Figure 13. Voltage THD of seven-level inverter after using OHET

Table 3. The performance of the OHET on voltage THD
OHET
Before
After

THDv [%]
calculation
11.49
8.56

THDv [%]
simulation
15.21
12.90

THDv [%]
Experimental
13.17
11.16

7.

CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a new optimization harmonic elimination method for cascaded multilevel
inverter to re-mitigate THD with increased the magnitude of the fundamental component voltage. Hardware
prototype of a single-phase seven-level cascaded multilevel inverter has been implemented to verify the
theoretical and the simulation results of the proposed technique. From the experimental result, OHET has
achieved a reduction of THD from 13.17% to 11.16% with 2.01%. The results are verified through
simulation and experimental validated by eliminating low-order odd harmonics without using a low pass
filter. The simulation and experimental results are in close agreement with almost identical values and shape.
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